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EFFECT OF COLD ON THE THERMOPHYSIOLOGICAL REACTIONS OF THE HUMAN BODY 

The human body is arranged as to maintain the same body temperature of about 35.7 to 37.2 

degrees [12]. Person exposed to cold may suffer from direct tissue damage, such as frostbite, 

hypothermia or cold urticaria allergy. At low temperatures, the hypothalamus - a gland located in 

the brain - sends signals to the constriction of blood vessels. This to some extent prevents the loss of 

heat, but the limbs and skin remain not so protected. The vasoconstriction, as a protective reaction 

of the body against low temperatures, hinders the blood flow. The blood pressure increases, which 

is a risk for people with high blood pressure and predisposed to vascular events [10].  

The main cold injuries that may occur are as follows: 

Frostbite. Redness of the skin occurs, which then turns white; after a while scars appear, and frozen 

parts become bluish, the trembling arises, burning feeling that evolves in extreme pain appears, 

finally blisters with dark fluid cracking come into sight and the white cold and hard skin dies and 

turns black, tingling.  

Light hypothermia effect. In the case of light hypothermia shivering, cold, pale and dry skin, as well 

as respiratory changes are observed: from hyperventilation to slow and shallow breaths; confusion 

(often), fatigue and drowsiness, impaired consciousness also appear. 

Sever hypothermia effect. The severe hypothermia leads to stop shaking, loss of consciousness, loss 

of reflexes, slow heartbeat, muscle stiffness, possibly bruising of the lips, ears, fingers and feet [11].  

Cold urticaria allergy. In this injury red and itchy pimples with tips on places exposed to the cold 

are observed. They usually disappear after about half an hour. Other signs for this injury are 

swelling of the hands when grasping cold objects, swelling lips when eating cold foods, in rare 

cases, severe swelling of the tongue and throat, which can block breathing. In more severe 

conditions the cold allergy can cause swelling, fever, rapid heart rate, swelling of the limbs or 

torso.[8, 9].  

Therefore when the human body is exposed to low temperature environment, it is necessary 

to provide respective protective clothing to prevent heat transfer between the body and the 

environment. The ensembles have to be good insulators, preventing the entry of cold air and water 

towards the body and reducing the transfer of heat from skin to the environment [10] 

METHODS FOR HEAT TRANSFER AND HEAT LOSSES 

As mentioned before, the human body is functioning properly in a narrow temperature range 

and the heat transfer from and to the environment is an important factor. It could occur in several 

ways [6]: 

Conduction: the heat is transferred through direct contact from the body to the environment with 

lower temperature [7]. In the particular case this is the contact between the layers of clothing or 

contact between the human body and clothing [5].  

Convection: the heat transfer is assisted by the mechanical movement of the molecules in the fluid 

[7]. According to the type of flow, the convective heat transfer can be classified as a forced, when 

the flow is caused by external agents, or "free", when the flow is caused by the temperature 

differences in the fluid [5].  
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The specific water permeability

The analysis shows that Sample 

winter season, resistant to wind 

suitable for rain protection. 

sample A1 

Very difficult to absorb water 
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